**Resident internal moonlighting**: Resident moonlighting at a site that participates in his/her training program

- Program in compliance with duty hours
- Program Moonlighting Policy approved by GMEC
-Moonlighting pre-approval agreement signed
- Appropriate supervision in place
- Moonlighting hours count in 80 hour duty limits
- Moonlighting hour documentation required (dates, hours, location, and brief description of type of service provided)

**Resident external moonlighting**: Resident moonlighting at a site that does not participate in his/her training program

- Program in compliance with duty hours
- Program Moonlighting Policy approved by GMEC
- Moonlighting pre-approval agreement signed
- Independent malpractice insurance in place
- Independent DEA in place
- Moonlighting hour documentation required (dates, hours, location, and brief description of type of service provided)

**Fellow internal moonlighting**: Fellow moonlighting as an independent practitioner at a site that participates in his/her training program

- Program in compliance with duty hours
- Program Moonlighting Policy approved by GMEC
- Moonlighting pre-approval agreement signed
- Moonlighting is not in an in-patient setting
- Moonlighting hours count in 80 hour duty limits
- Moonlighting hour documentation required (dates, hours, location, and brief description of type of service provided)
Fellow internal moonlighting without need for Independent Practitioner Agreement: Fellow moonlighting as a non-independent practitioner (= as a resident or fellow) at a site that participates in his/her training program

= Resident Internal Moonlighting Form

- Program in compliance with duty hours
- Program Moonlighting Policy approved by GMEC
- Moonlighting pre-approval agreement signed
- Appropriate supervision in place
- Moonlighting hours count in 80 hour duty limits
- Moonlighting hour documentation required (dates, hours, location, and brief description of type of service provided)

Fellow external moonlighting: Fellow moonlighting as an independent practitioner at a site that does not participate in his/her training program

- Program in compliance with duty hours
- Program Moonlighting Policy approved by GMEC
- Moonlighting pre-approval agreement signed
- Independent malpractice insurance in place
- Independent DEA in place
- Moonlighting hour documentation required (dates, hours, location, and brief description of type of service provided)